
“Produced by Jamie Sellers who recently has worked with Ed 
Sheeran, Elton John, Flo, Little Simz and many more, this is a 

track you will have on repeat.”

After recently being one of the headline acts at Henley Festival 
and also smashing it at Breaking Sounds in Shoreditch, 
London; Essex’s Pop Princess, Bee Arnold, returns bigger and 
better than ever. Her new single show cases the perfect blend 
of Pop, Punk and Rock that will stick in your head for days! 
Produced by Jamie Sellers who recently has worked with Ed 
Sheeran, Elton John, Flo, Little Simz and many more, this is a 
track you will have on repeat. 

Stream ‘Photo to burn’ now:  
https://on.soundcloud.com/ZJDJw  



Bee is currently entering a brand new era in her career and is 
kicking things off with a Pop Rock/Punk hit. Photo to Burn is a 
fierce break up anthem that expresses anger towards a previous 
partner who cheated, lied and disrespected their relationship. 
Taking influence from artists such as Charlotte Sands, Leah Kate, 
GAYLE and Olivia Rodrigo, Bee’s new music demands your 
attention from the get go. With powerful and strong vocals that 
are instant ear worms, you will find her hard to ignore. This fast 
tempo head banger is already making a trend on TikTok and has 
already had a lot of interest and love on socials.  

Previously Bee has worked with artists such as ‘Ironik’ and her 
music has been supported by official Spotify playlists ‘Fresh 
Finds’ and ‘Fresh Finds UK’ as well as received support from 
BBC Introducing and multiple local Radio Stations. Bee has 
also previously been featured on Ear Milk, Clout, Lock Magazine 
and Celeb Mix to name a few.  
 

Photo to Burn will be released on the 14th July and to promote 
the release, Bee has been performing in Venues and Festivals, 
small and large. She will also be announcing a UK Tour at the 
end of 2023 in the near future to show case her new music. 

SOCIALS: 
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/beearnoldmusic_/

YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCYbcc6DXG-
e1wXt5b3IpDVQ

TikTok: https://www.tiktok.com/@beearnoldmusic?
source=h5_m

Facebook: https://en-gb.facebook.com/beearnoldmusic/

Twitter: https://twitter.com/beearnoldmusic_
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